Messiah Tickets
Tickets for the Musk Department’s production of Handers
"Messiah" go on sale this afternoon at I p.m. at the Music
Department Box Office. The
production will be staged at
Civic Auditor’
im Tuesday
night at S. Admission is $1 for
adults and 50 cents for children.
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Co-Rec Tonight
Fr-bibles will be the main attriwtion at tonight’s Co-Fter,
7:30-9:30. Keeping In time
with the weather, Co-Rae
"Freeze 0er" will have a Live
band to provide music for
dancing along with the numy
activities of the evening. Admission Is free with an S.114
student body card
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A Day of Concern

Film Exposes Racial Neglect
By JOHN POIMIROO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
An SJS Mexican-American student charged the college administration with neglecting minority
groups in college curriculum at
yesterday’s "Day of Concern."
John Garcia, Student Initiative
(SI) President says in the film "A
Day of Concern," "Only token consideration is given to minority
groups by college departments."
In answer to this accusation,
President Robert D. Clark commented, "Concretely, I shall. ask
*
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NEW SWIMMING POOL?
CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION officials may not
realize it, but if the recent heavy rains continue
they may create one of the largest swimming
pools to date. In a frantic race with nature’s
winter timetable, construction officials have
nearly managed to complete excavation of the

gigantic foundation for the new college union.
A water -filled pit would further hamper construction efforts. Across campus, workmen have
completed nine of 12 stores on the co-educational living center.

Statement on Student Rights
Goes to Clark Next Week
A new statement on student
rights and responsibilities will be
submitted to Pres. Robert D.
Clark early next week for his consideration.
A special faculty-student committee is preparing the document.
Pres. Clark appointed the four
faculty members while ASB Pres.
Vic Lee the three student members.
So far the committee has met
for a total of 20 hours in comprehensive sessions spanning the past
week.
Pres. Clark, in his charge to the
committee, said many academic
societies "have been especially
critical of the failure of colleges
and universities to state plainly
and specifically the conditions
under which students will be
charged and penalized for conduct
violations,
"In view of the events of this
fall," continued Clark, "it is necessary to move forward as rapidly
as possible to establish an interim
code to be in force until the councils (Academic and Student) have
concluded their studies."
Clark asked the committee for
a statement of student rights, a
listing of specific violations for
which students will be held so-

countable, review of Student Judiciary, and whatever additional
recommendations it sees fit,
Dr. Harold DeBey, professor of
chemistry and chairman of the
special committee, outlined yesterday the committee’s progress.
"We are trying to get into writing what a lot of people have assumed that everybody knew," said
DeBey. The committee is working
on several major areas:
Procedural safeguards whereby students whose rights have
been violated may seek redress.
This may include some strengthening or modification of the Student
Grievance Board.
A policy on student infractions that violate both college
regulations and civil laws, and
which may result in penalties from
both civil and college authorities.
A statement of the penalties
that may be levied against students for specified kinds of violations. DeBey defined committee
sentiment on this point as setting
the boundaries of student conduct:
"At the point where students, in
exercising their own rights, interfere with the rights of other students --at this point they are subject to sanction."
A policy on the due process

Pro-Vietnam Group, PAW To Debate
War Involvement in Morris Dailey
United States involvement in
Vietnam will be debated by Vietnam Commitment and the Professors Against the War (PAW) tomorrow in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8 p.m. The debate is
sponsored by Vietnam Commitment, a new student organization
in favor of the American Commitment in Vietnam.
The pro-war position will be
presented by or, Milorad Deitchkovich of the Hoover Institute of
War, Revolution and Peace, and
professor of political science at
Stanford.
The Hoover Institute, founded in
the 1930s by former President
Herbert Hoover, is a comprehensive library concerning 20th Century political affairs.
Dr. Robin Brooks, assistant, professor of history, will represent
the position of the PAW. Dr.
Brooks may lose half a dey’s salary for participation in the "Viet-

nam Teach Week" last October.
Moderator will be Dr. Harry
Galley, assistant professor of history. After formal debate the
speakers will respond to questions
from the floor.
"Any meaningful dialogue on
Vietnam has been absent from this
campus," said Chris Bowman, publicity chairman for Vietman Commitment. "In challenging PAW to
a debate, we are putting into artion our efforts to he an eduealional and action group on ram.
pus,"
Vietnam Commi I men I announced
its formation during the Dow demonstrations. Its purpose, according
to Bowman, is to present programs
through literature and campus
speakers to make students aware
of the reason and rationale behind
our position in Vietnam.
Bowman also said, "We will not
he picket carriers and participate
in riotous demonstrations."

procedures through which any student, charged with violating the
code, is tried.
DeBey said the committee was
not formed "just to deal with the
Dow demonstrators" or make
regulations that are designed to
"get" the participants in that demonstration.
"We are preparing a statement
that includes students rights as
Well as responsibilities," said DeBey.
The Student Affairs Committee
of the Academic Council will draw
up a final conduct code using the
present regulations and the interim
code of the special committee.

Mill-In Won’t
Affect Suspensions,
Heyns Announces

*

*

Unconcerned
Mood Shown
By Students
"Day of Unconcern" appeared to
be the mood of the SJS student
body during yesterday’s "Day of
Concern."
In anticipation of wide student
interest, the preceedings of yesterday afternoon’s special faculty
meeting, including the controversial documentary film "Day of
Concern," were broadcast "live"
on closed circuit TV in two lecture
halls.
At 2:35 p.m., in SC 142 (capacity 248) 21 students were counted
watching the events unfold on
television.
ED 100, with a capacity of 194,
was occupied by 71 students at
2:45 p.m.
The film, originally scheduled
for a first run on Nov. 2, was delayed until yesterday because Mexican-American students felt they
were not adequately represented
in the film. Disruption of the showing WAS threatened, causing its
postponement.
Including approximately 150 faculty members who attended the
meeting, an estimated 250 professors and students yesterday observed "Day of Concern." This number could easily be accomrxiated
in the ground -level seating section of Morris Daily Auditorium
alone.

every department in the college to
make a statement as to how they
can move on this problem."
Dr. Clark indicated that he
would include such SJS offices as
dean of men, financial aids, housing and other functions of the college which would affect the social
climate.
He also said that he would ask
these departments to make formal
statements concerning racial problems on campus and their objectives within these problems.
Minority group students in the
film charged that the policy of
SJS has been to inadvertently neglect minority groups in our society.
Students in the movie specifically accused the social science
department of not including detailed studies of minority groups.
Mexican -American students said
that the department does not properly instruct and prepare outgoing students about the specific
problems of the Mexican-American
community. They asked that the
police science department study
more deeply the inner problems of
minority groups in the community.
Garcia charges the faculty with
apathy to society as a whole. He
said that the school turns out educators who go out to instruct white
society, ignoring the relevance of
ghetto situations.
In his opening remarks to the
assembly, Dr. Clark declared,
"There are three main causes of
complaint and basis for the film.
First, there is a shortage of housing, which permitted prejudice to
grow. Second, there are circumstances of off campus discrimination and finally, there has been a
discrimination behavior which has
eminated from the entire society."
Each of these, the students in
- -

the film felt were related to the
faculty. They asked that the faculty examine their consciences and
question their own philosophies.
Both Mexican - Americans and
Negroes on the panel and in the
film said that their goal is to help
their ethnic group to educate
themselves and become more productive within the society.
They also commented that it
has become almost impossible to
do so, because of the society’s
apathy and neglect of the minority problems.

Professor Discusses Play
Dr. Conrad Borovski, assistant
professor of foreign languages,
will discuss Peter Weiss’ play,
"The Investigation," today in cafeteria A and B at 12:30 p.m.
"The Investigation" is a dial -- -

ogue of a Nazi war crime trial.
Dr. Borovski said, "Peter Weiss
gives us a glimpse of what we do
unwittingly: while exterminating
our enemies, we are destroying
ourselves."
Dr. Borovski believes we live in
an age "of unsurpassed horror and
inconceivable agony. Never before
has violence been used so indiscriminately or in such large dimensions, engulfing the henchmen,
their victims, and the bystanders
alike."
Dr.p Borovski feels Weiss is one
of the greatest writers in Gerbecameprecia;
in
omaannizye.dHisbokesrmfirsanyt.His

"Marat ’Sade" is known throughout the world. Weiss lives in
. Sweden, where he and his father
’ fled from Nazi Germany.
Dr. Borovski lived under Nazi
: rule as a child and under Soviet
after WWII. He came to the
Ilirule
U.S. in 1951. He received his BA
._
N... and MA at the University of California at Berkeley and his Ph. D
DR. CONRAD BOROVSKI
... to discuss play in France.

San Fernando State

Pickets Picket Pickets
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Peace
pickets were picketed Tuesday at
San Fernando Valley State College
and across the county at C,alifornia
State College at Long Beach be-

cause of an antiwar referendum
wording. There was no violence at
either campus.
At San Fernando Valley State
police guarded the Administration

BERKELEY (AP)
Chancellor Roger Heyns says mill -in demonstrations at the University of
California campus here will have
no effect on the suspensions of two
students.
The main effect, he said Monday,
has been to "make a large number of additional students subject
to discipline."
The suspensions were ordered
for students charged with leading
campus rallies in defiance of a
court injunction during "Stop The
Draft Week" in mid-October.
Heyns’ decision to uphold the
two suspensions was followed by
three straight days of disruptive
mill-ins.
Heyns told the Academic Senate
Monday that the UC Board of Regents "recognizes quite clearly
that last week’s disruption was
serious and that it was fundamentally a degrading experience."

OK’s Military Aid
BERKELEY (AP) - The Academic Senate has turned down a
resolution calling for the University of California to refuse federally supported research in development of military weapons.
"The principle of academic freedom has grown up to protest scholarly work riven having to Pa"
moral or political tests," the senate’s Academic Freedom Committee said Monday.

Negro students in the film asked that more control be exercised
over housing conditions. John
Maulpin asked the administration
to become more selective when
choosing approved housing. He
said, "Approved housing should be
split into two kinds, supervised
housing like the dorm, and apartments which will sign a non-discriminatory clause."
Dr. Clark concluded the "Day of
Concern" saying, "Out of this compelling presentation, we know how
to move ahead."

JAZZ SHOW TOMORROW
"REALLY THE BLUES" will be presented by
college jazz musicians, including the SJS Jazz
Ensembles, tomorrow and Friday night at 8 in

tion of Dwight Cannon, instructor in music, will

Concert Hall. The Ensembles, under the direc-

There is no admission (-harp..

perform numbers by such wrIl-known artists as
Bill Holman, Neal Hrfti and Gerry Mulligan.

Building entrances while 250 demonstrators protested Dow Chemical Co. job recruitment interviews.
Dow manufactures jellied petroleum for napalm bombs.
Another 250 students favoring
the Vietnam War picketed the
Dow pickets. This counter protest
was organized by Tom Frankovich, student body vice president,
to combat "bad publicity" he said
was created by Students for Democratic Society and other peace
groups.
The prowar demonstrators waved American flags and sang "The
Star Spangled Banner" while peace
exponents tried to hear their
speakers.
At Long Beach, objections filed
with the Student Judiciary blocked a vote on the proposition: "I,
a student at California State College at Long Beach, call for the
immediate withdrawal of United
States troops from Vietnam."
Before the referendum can he
rescheduled a ruling must be made
on the challenge, probably next
week.
The wording was contested by
John Gazurian, chairman of the
New Politics Group on the campus, and David Smith, chairman
of the conservative Young Americans for Freedom.
Gamlen demanded that the
wording be changed to -We, the
students," and that mention of
immediate cease fire he included.
Smith objected to the wording end
to what he called "pre-ballot"
campaigning for the measure.
Several demonstrations, some
disorderly, have taken place during
Dow Interviews on the campus of
University of California at Los Angeles, hut Monday only 30 students
picketed the recruitment,

Guest Room
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Editor’s Now Much of this was rewritten
from
commontary by Stove Larson, ASS President, 196344, SJS.

"Those matters which can allect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio col Padua
repel the opposite."
KEN BRYANT

Editor

KEN BECKER

By GARY KLEEMANN
National Vice-President, 1966-0
Associated Student Governments
of the L SA

Advertising Mgr.

Staff Editorial

At Least He Speaks
,Ireak not as an employee or of?
ficial of this college or this state. but
as a lois ate citizen. on my own titne.
on my own auti iority.. and for myself.
. Burns Monday at
said Dr. Hobert
a talk on Vietnam sponsored by Proar PAW).
fessors itgainst the
The college’s academic vice-presi141 have added. howeer.
dent sl
-But. at least l speak."’
For at least Dr. Burns has shown
himself willing to carry on a dialogue
that. unf(irtunately. is often lacking
dialogue that may be the
these (lays
onk way society can sohe its prob_
hms.
Iii e propriety of Dr. Burns’ remarks. especially concerning the susof military recruitment on
pens
campus may be questioned. a- at
the same time. an ad hoc committee
has been meeting to determine recruitment policy.
But the necessity for dialogue far
outweighs any question of impropriety.
A Willingness to discuss often can mean
the difference between finding a solution and v iolence.
And. while it may be virtually impossible for a man to separate himself’
there comes a
from the title he
time la lien he niust take a stand publicly and speak out.
Hobert Burns’ speed] Monday may
not have [teen a significant step forward sok ing the problems that plague
this campii- and society at large. hut.
make no mistake. it Was a step.
And. perhaps even more important
in an age when many members of the
so-called "Now" generation are protesting the dimble standards and hypoerisy of their elders. it was a step taken
sincerely. and with honesty.
nfortunately Dr. Burns. as well as
President Robert D. Clark and other
college administrators. hold a position
where they. in effect. arc "damned if
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they do. and damned if they don’t."
But at least. by speaking out, men
such as Dr. Burns create an ethos with
which they call lace an antagonist who
says. "I may. not agree with you. but
by God. I resilect pin." And that, indeed. may be the foundation fr
which to build solutions to our problems.

Thrust and Parry

’The War Is Our National Catastrophe’
’Only Rational Response
To tlw War Is to End It’
Editor:
air country is fighting the least excusable
and the most barbarous war in our history.
The war is threatening our very existence as
a democratic nation. It has corrupted our
political life, our universities, and our honor;
it is killing our young men and our institutions. It is brutalizing us all.
It is our special responsibility as teachers
and intellectuals to understand these events
and to teach the truth about them. But we
also have exactly the same heightened moral
responsibility that we condemn the German
intellectuals for abandoning in the 1930s.
Growing numbers of professors and students
across the country are engaged in just that
sort of speech and action.
It is doubly disheartening, therefore, to
witness the misplaced priorities of some other
intellectuals. Many of these men insist that
they, too, are against the war. But they are
not speaking out against our national insanity
or against those who collaborate in it. Rather
they have, incredibly, attacked the style of
those who protest.
These intellectuals have over-reacted to the
sometimes extravagant words of two or three
students. Instead of tolerance or even irritation, these men have responded with an outraged search for revenge.
Perhaps most ironic of all. the staid and
respected American Association of University
Professors has spoken tor the first time on
any issue connected with the war. This organization was originally established to protect the rights of professors from the encroachment of politicians and administrators.
But now it is demanding punishment for
those professors who demonstrated or "Incited students to action."
Whatever the reasons for the inappropriate
response, the central issue is not the style of
prostesters. The war is our national catastrophe. The only rational response to this
catastrophe is to end it.
David Eakins, History
I);,’. Id
Physchology
Peter Collin,. Foreign Language
Alien ts,deaniek, Economies
Milli.. I., Siolersen, Psychology
len
Jame. ot,oneer, El’

hy Is Ruh, Governing
Cards So Inflexible?’
It there are any changes to be made on
this campus, it should start with the Administration Department. First of all, they
have possession of all the records and valuable
information. What good does it do to possess
these if no one can have access to them, except in a life or death situation? To give a
nil example:
husband had the keys to my car and I
could not find him. I had to go home right
away because it was time to feed my 8 month
old baby, change her didies, have her take
her nap, and give her het medicine as she had
a cold. Also I had to pack our suitcases so we
could catch a 2 o’clock plane. I knew he had
a 12:30 class, but I didn’t know where. The
only possible solution I had was to go to the
Administration Bldg. and find out what room
his class was in so I could catch him before
he went to class.
The new policy is: Schedules of individuals
cannot be released unless it is a life or death
situation. I talked to the "supervisor." Instead of facing problems confronting her and
exercising a little judgment in individual situations, she handled the problem by ignoring It.
I tried to fully explain my situation but as
usual the Administration Department gave me

the run-around"Go to his Major department
and see if they’ll give you the information"
was the answer. His major department does
not even have that information!
Now I ask you - where do you draw the
line between flexibility and inflexibility? In
previous semesters this information was open
to anyonein one semester they go from one
extreme to the other extreme!
Also I question why this rule exists. I feel
that the choice of whether or not one wants
his schedule made public should be left to the
individual to decide by inserting a question on
one of the cards at registration time, saying,
"Would you like your subject file card (name,
address, phone, major, year in school, and class
schedule) available for student’s use?"
Carol Gainer, B18979

’Why Is Right to Assembly
Always Before Others?’
Editor:
As a citizen of the United States and a
supporter of the Constitution, I fully recognize
that both the minority as well as the forgotten majority are justly entitled to the protection which our Constitution promises.
I, along with PAW, SDS, ALF, Y.D., Y.R.,
Spartan Daily, yourself, and most students on
campus, support freedom of speech, right to
petition for a redress of grievances, and peaceable assembly, as protected by our Constitution.

But, I would like to know why speakers are
not required to use facilities that can accommmlate their audience, where the audience
will not be detracted by passers-by and where
passers-by can be passers-by. Why must a
passer-by have to fight his way through a
mob; why must he have to listen to a onesided, narrow minded, emotional argument for
anarchy which he has already examined, as
he blazes this trail? Why are speakers allowed
to speak in inadequate accommodations where
members of both the audience and the passersby are likely to be harmed and where state
property is likely to be damaged?
I would like to know why a permit to
protest is issued for a time when there is a
definite conflict in time; why isn’t a permit
to protest Dow Chemical or the Army issued
for some time other then the exact day when
our campus is their
our guest and the Anti-guest be at the same
spot at the same time?

basTr-.--wity must both

Why must rights of students to talk with
prospective employers be secondary to nonstudents, professors, and students’ freedom of
"peaceable assembly?" Why must business,
engineering, and science students be required
to make the sacrifice for those who believe
private companies should not be allowed to
recruit on campus? Why must these students
be forced to seek employment on their own
while teaching candidates and others enjoy
job placement on campus?
Why not fairness for all?
Eugene Stone, A1195.5

Staff Comment

Keep Sense of HumorDespite Inconveniences
By PAT TORELLO
Several angry-sounding articles have appeared in the Daily this semester about
the shun-like conditions of some of our
off-campus housing. It is obvious the
writers has,. lilt Ic sellw of liii moor.
ate
I’m constantly reminding in
to look on the light side of sonic of the
defects of our apartment. These little defects, if looked at s(’riously, could make
living a nightmare. They include f ’liar
things like the freezer door that hops
you on the head everytime you open the
refrigerator, the heater that won’t work
unless you turn it up to 90 degrees, and
many other annoyances.
We have recently acquired a new problem. II keep telling my roommate these
things add variety and richness to our
lives.) It concerns our bedroom window.
which we have never been able to shut
completely because the aluminum frame
is warped. It never bothered us too much,
even though the inside plaster was getting
,oggy and little a
als were starting to
breed in it. Hut when we heard about a
monstruous storm due to hit the Bay Area,
We became alarmed and called the owner.
He promptly came to fix it.
The owner in a courageous guy who, in
the face of al
-t insurmountable obstacles, continues to do his 055 11 repair work.
When he first arrived he put our freezer
door back on for the third time. and said
he was SLAW he had got it on right this

, time. Then he went into the bedroom, and
%Se heard him tinkering around with the
window lock. Suddenly we heard a delisomething like the
cate, tinkling noise
shattering of glass. I hesitated, then tiptoed ’
the bedroom to see whatever in
the world that noise could have been.
"What was that? "I asked him, as we
gazed at the jagged edges of the broken
window with our hair blowing in the sharp
wind that had entered the room. With an
incoherent reply something about "getting a drink" he gathered his tools and
stalked out.
We ran to the door and cried, "But
v. hat about the storm? What about ...?"
But lie was gone.
kept trying to tell my roommate to
keep her sense of humor. When that failed, I told her a broken window can provide a valuable experience a real cornm ...Mon with nature. I don’t think I
got through to her though, because last
night as I lay in my rain -soaked bed, trying to sleep and at the same time hold
dinvn my covers which were blowing
fiercely in the gale, I gazed over at her
bed. She was sitting on top of it in a
rigid Lotus position, mumbling something
in Japanese. When I left for school this
morning she was still there.
In the face of all this, I still say the
only solution to campus living conditions
is to "Keep your sense of humor
Dammit !"

Is SJS a medicore institution of "higher" learning? To know the answer to this
question we ntust first know what is med.
iocrity:
Mediocrity is a minority group of faculty and students who attenipt to decide
morality for the entire college community.
-- Mediocrity is administrative personnel, with too few exceptions, who fear the
faculty and students, and permit mediocre
minds to plan the future of this institution.
Mediocrity is students who demand
the privileges and the special freedoms of
the academic community while at the
same time denying any of the responsibility for these privileges.
Mediocrity is 50 brilliant, challenging
professors and 1,000 ill-informed and
prepared teachers in search of security.
is student "leaders" who
Mediocrity
are more concerned with promoting their
own images than with solving the problems of the students.
student government
Mediocrity is a
that often becomes so consumed by administrative detail, political intrigue, and
debate on irrelevant topics that it fails to
understand its own operation or address
itself to the needs of the students.
-- Mediocrity is the student who has
forgotten that Ilie very essence of democracy is compromise and who opposes
everything for the sake of opposition
and the publicity.
Mediocrit is a governor who believes
that anyone who really wants an education
can get one even with a small $250 tuition or "service fee."
Mediocrity
is a legislature that, because of its bias toward the University of
California, refuses to allow substantial
funds for research.
Mediocrity is a
fraternity-sorority
system that is content to expand its social
horizons while failing to realize that the
challenge of today is the development of
the inquiring Hi i ll 11 and understanding
until the problems are thrust upon them.
- - Mediocrity is an independent student
so wrapped in a foggy dislike for the
fraternity-sorority system that be fails to
recognize the possibility that exceptional
individuals are sometimes a part of the
Greek world.
Mediocrity is a racial bigot black
or white.
Mediocrity is atty group that demands power for that group while disregarding the rights of all other groups.
- - Merlioerity is a four-story cement,
square, blank wall with nothing but gray
paint for an aesthetic covering.
-- Mediocrity is a student who keeps a
list of the "mickey" courses in order to
improve his GPA when necessary.
Mediocrity is an understocked library
and a graduating senior who doesn’t know
how to use what is there.
Mediocrity is those students, faculty
and administrators, who recognize these
problems but fail to take any action to
correct them.
In short, mediocrity is a 110-year-old
institution of higher learning that consistently refuses to accept its responsibility
to achieve excellence. Only with imagination and tremendous drive can the elements of the community
the governor,
the Legislature, the Board of Trustees,
the Academic Senate, the student government, the students, the faculty, and the
shake loose from the
administration
constricting coils.
As frustrated students, we can onlv ask:
Will we ever make it???

Notable Quotes
George Wallace, former governor of Alabama:
There are no underlying causes to burn
down a city unless you don’t love your country, Slums and unemployment have nothing
to do with it.
*

*

*

Dist. Atty. Evelle J. Younger of Los Angeles,
in testimony before the House Conunittee on
tin -American Activities:
It would be a nice thing if we could blame
the riots on the Communists, or the Black
Panthers, and go out and round them iip, tart
it’s just not that easy.

all
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’Black and White Poverty’

P

Editor Speaks Friday
Mrs. Anne Braden, author of
’The Wall Between" and editor
of The Southern Patriot, will
talk on "Black and White Poverty in Appalachia" Friday.
The speech, sponsored by
Harry Edwards, coordinator of
the United Black Students for
Action and the Peace and Freedom Party, will be held in rooms
A and B of the cafeteria at 2
P.m.
Mrs. Braden, a native southerner, has worked in civil rights,
civil liberties and the anti-poverty movements for many years.
She worked 29 years for the
Southern Conference Educational Fund (SCEF) which has or-

ANNE BRADEN
... Author and Editor

SJS Grad First Woman
Info Officer in Vietnam
By GORDON MILLER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The first female military information officer to be stationed
In Vietnam is an SJS graduate.
Lt. Regina Vierno, formerly
Regina McGuiness, will be the
Information Plans and Special
Projects Officer with the 7th Air
Force Headquarters, Tan Son
Nhut Air Base, Saigon.
"We’ll provide information and
assistance to war correspondents,"
said Lt. Vierno while relaxing out
of uniform in a recent campus
Interview.
"I’ll be developing public relations programs for what we call
special events," she continued.
Mrs. Vierno’s husband, Capt.
George Vierno, is also stationed in

Vietnam. He flies in F-4 Phantom
fighter bomber. Capt. Vierno has
flown 10 missions in the one month
he has been based at Cam Rhan
Bay, some 200 miles from Saigon.
In June Lt. Vierno will be promoted to the rank of captain. She

Senate Votes
To Probe
College Play
The
SACRAMENTO (AP)
Senate voted yesterday to investigate presentation of the controversial play "The Beard" on the
California State College campus at
Fullerton and to discipline those
Involved in its production.
A special five-man committee
then would determine if new legislation is needed to control the
presentation of "pornographic" material on tax-supported campuses.
The resolution, passed 29-3, was
sponsored by Sen. James E. Whetmore, R-La Habra. The resolution
labels the work as "a most objectionable and notorious play containing hundreds of obscenities
and depicting as its climax a perverted act of sexual intercourse."
Sen. George Moscone, D-San
Francisco, unsuccessfully argued
for an amendment that would
postpone any such Senate study
until the courts had determined
whether the presentation violated
present laws banning pornography.
Moscone said he was not shocked
by the play’s content.
The Senate adopted a companion
resolution calling for disciplinary
action against the students and
faculty members who produced the
play.

LT. VIERNO
... as SJS student
has already received the small
arms expert award, the national
defense service medal, and the Air
Force commendation medal with
one oak leaf cluster pending.
As an undergraduate the attractive alumna was a staff writer
for Lyke Magazine, editor of the
1963 Summertimes, and a student
assistant in the public relations
office. The soft spoken brunette
was also an officer in Theta Sigma
Phi, National Fraternity for
Women in Communications.
After graduation she worked for
MacFadden, Bartel Publications in
New York City. She then went to
officer’s school and received her
commission in December of 1964.
Since receiving her commission,
Lt. Vierno has been the Information Officer for the Los Angeles
Air Defense Sector and later,
while based at Luke AFB, Phoenix, Arizona, she helped publish a
newsletter called the Sage Coach.

ganized the dispossesed, the poor
and the disenfranchised in southern communities.
The goal of SCEF has been to
stimulate independent political
action and to build enough
strength so that the people can
gain control of City Hall.
Mrs. Braden’s recent work in
the Kentucky mountain regions
has seen charges of sedition
brought against her by the State
of Kentucky for the second time.
She was first arrested on sedition charges in 1954, because she
helped a Negro veteran buy a
house in an all white neighborhood. The charges were declared
unconstitutional by the U.S.
Supreme (’ourt.

U.S., Ally Talks
Begin on Holiday
Fighting Pause
The
WASHINGTON tAP)
United States and South Vietnam
are in consultation with allied nations on a Christmas and New
Year’s Day pause in the fighting.
State Department press officer
Robert J. McCloskey said yesterday that the consultations are
under way and that consideration
still is being given to the military
stand -down.
Assistant Secretary of State
William P. Bundy in a transatlantic television interview with
the British Broadcasting Corp. indicated the Johnson administration
is cool to the proposal.
"The question of a pause
whether it is around Christmas or
any other time comes down to
where it leads," Bundy said. "And
I may say that both in the 1966
pause and emphatically, subsequently, Hanoi has said that a
pause with the implied or explicit
liberty to resume on our part, is
an ultimatum. They said soor at
least a very responsible friend of
theirs said soin those terms
within a very few weeks. And
there is no indication that a pause
is really a contributory thing as
to the way they look at it."

Raw Conviction
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Two
participants in a "nude-in" at San
Francisco State College have
pleaded guilty to disturbing the
peace.
Adam Feldman, 22, and Patricia
Vawter, 18, both nonstudents
were booked for indecent exposure
and sent to a hospital for psychiatric examination after they reportedly disrobed on campus Sept.
28.

Dr. Spock Among Arrested
In ’End War’ Demonstration
Mine
Al’
NEW YORK
than 1.000 anti -war demonstrators
chanting "Peace now!" marched
on the Whitehall induction center
in Lower Manhattan yesterday,
but failed to shut it down.
Police arrested 254 persons before the demonstrators dispersed
after five hours.
Among the first to be arrested
was Dr. Benjamin Spock, baby
doctor and a leader of the "Stop
the Draft Week" demonstration.
Poet Allen Ginsberg also was arrested.
More anti -war demonstrations at
the center were planned for
Wednesday and Thursday.
Police set up a special office in
the nearby Criminal Courts building to handle those arrested.
Most were charged with disorderly
conduct.
Crowds of financial district
workers and commuters coming
from the Staten Island ferries
walked past the pickets. Some exchanged words with them.
The protest was sponsored by
"The Stop the Draft Week Committee" which described itself as
a coalition of some 50 anti -war
and civil rights groups. Leaders
said they expected 5,000 demonstrators by mid -morning.
They began gathering in Battery
Park at the tip of Manhattan as
early as 5:30 am, and started the
trek to 39 Whitehall St. shortly
after 6 a.m.
Police had cordoned off the
area. Barricades lined the streets
and all civilian traffic was barred.

If all you want is a blue
oxford button-down, you just
buy a shirt. But if you want
the shirt to last, with every
roll, pleat and taper in the
right place, and lots of other
colors to look at and choose
from, check the label.
The label on this blue

BOOKS INC.
Town & Country Village
Stevens Creek Es Winchester
SAN JOSE’S BIG BOOKSTORE

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
South
10th
Street

GIFTS!
GIFTS!
GIFTS!
The place to go!

E. William

PRESCRIPTIONS

South 10th 8. I W

button-down assures you all
that. Also that it’s "Cum
Laude" Decton* Oxford.
Tapered. And Perma-Iron,
which means it won’t wrinkle.
Labeled "Sanforized -Plus."

And available in solids and
stripes. For $6.00
If you’re alter a blue
button-down, look at more
than the color. The label
tells you most about the
shirt. And the one that tells
you it’s the best has
our name on it. Arrow.

OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serving Clifornia Since 1851
65,000 BOOKS 75,000 CARDS

Look Your Holiday Best
Will, A Stylish Set From Nellies

Shampoo/Set
Style Cuts
52 S. 4th

3.50
230
294-4086

The

Dec. 12, 1967 8 p.m.

Tickets On Sale Now
$1 Children .50

CMC 1-Piece
Aluminum Wheel

only

Open 6 p.m. Dec. 12

$130
set

HERE SHE IS . . .
SANDY GERMAINE
SAN JOSE STATE
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR

plus tax
of

four

The EMC 1 -Piece Aluminum Wheel is the best
Iwking and best performing wheel on the road
today. Because this is a centrifugall east wheel.
t perfect, and truest wheel
it is the strongest.
manufactured. ’The t:111(: wheel is made front
the highest quality aircraft aluminum alloy

UNITED
AIR
LINES

1A-356). and i, scientifically heat treated to
hardness. Engineering specifit
have produced a top qualit, wheel %hid] is
onsuribbiseil for strength. durability, and fine
appearance. Treat )otirself and your ear to the
%heel.
best . . . The 1:NIC I -P’me.- Al

max’

WE HAVE CMC 1 -PIECE ALUMINUM WHEELS TO FIT ANY
AMERICAN MADE CAN. VW’S. AND MANY SPORTS CARS.

10 Percent Discount with ASH Card

Last summer Sandy had a wonderful time flying the friendly skies as a stewardess
and she’d love to tell you all about the experience.
If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to Sandy

YOU TOO MAY FLY THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF

SPARTAN DATILT-8

Do you buy
a shirt
or a label?

SALE!

Handel’ s VESSIAH

MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY, BETWEEN 310 AND 4.30 P.M.
IN ROOM 422
AT MAC QUARRIE HALL

The marching column Woke down
Into two main groupsone at thei
intersection of Bridge Pearl and
Broad streets and the other about
Water and Bridge streets.
Arrests started when some of
the demonstrators began to sit in
the street and in front of the center doors. Those seized were
hauled away-, many of them being
bodily carried by police.
Some claimed they had been
struck by police nightsticks when
police charged their horses to
break up the street group. At
least one man emerged with a
bloody head. He was taken to a ,
hospital.
The center opened officially at
6 a.m, and enlistees began trick- I
ling through police lines and going
Inside. Pickets chanted "Don’t go!.
Don’t go!"

Books up to 95% off!

.--

* Music Dept. Office
Student Affairs Office
* CIVIC AUDITORIUM
BOX OFFICE
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CALPARTS MFG. CO., INC.
130 Vt Most St.

San Joe

Phone 295-3566

W’rxinesday, December 0, 1007 ,

4--SPART 7.; MIMI’

OVER 21?
NEED $5?
DO THIS NOW!

STUDIO
292-6778
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.
SIDNEY MITI,.

Sari Jose

WITH LOVE’

70 SIR.

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. the. Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m
19441311

ostumes, Scenery Great;
Acting Adequate in ’Gynt’
11 DAVE: FISK
tepstrtan Daily Matt Writer
"Peer Gym" is the nightmare
of u man gone mad. Some
critics feel that Peer is insane,
others feel that Ibsen had gone
insane before writing, the play.
Others feel "Peet Gynt," which
the SJS Drama Department is
currently producing, is not tbe
story of a madman at all.
There :ire often bright spots
in the fog of ambiguity, and
this play has bright spots to
equal any searchlight.
The satire on business ethics,
"Ile who has done no harm has
done good," is effective and
easily understood,
Other items, such as the
Trolls’ motto, "Be to your own
self enough," are at least intelligible and thought -provoking.
The opening night production
was marked with adequate and
occasionally excellent acting.

"WHO’S MINDING
THE MINT?"

40 Bauett St.

DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

ODGoOOQGGGO

HITI3B
BARBER
SHOP

L.A.-London
s319 Round Trip

t

Europe ’68
Jet Prop

liairstyling
1

June 19-Sept. 9

Open !lion. through Sat.

9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Prof. David T. Mage
1445 Melwood Drive
San Jose, Calif. 286.8781

Located next to
Roberts book store

N4 II

No Other Store Offers Such Discounts
USE OUR LAY -A-WAY BANKAMERICARD 1ST NAT. MASTER CHARGE
WEBUY-Ti .1

IL
p D DISCOUNT

SAV NOW WITH GREATER

75% OFF
1

V

BEST SELECTION! UNBEVIEVA
FAMOUS BRAND-AMER. & FRENCH

FAMCUS EUROPEAN BRAND

SKI PANTS SKII

SKI PARKAS

FAMOLIB
tiLITL0Tml-ALMOne

1 MEN’S-1108. $55.00. sizes 28 to 38
WOMEN’S -Reg. 549.50. Sizes 9 to 18
Xtra Short.Shorts-Regular-Longs
WE PROMISED NOT TO
PUBLISH NAMES TO
PROTECT FRANCHISE
DEALERS. YCU’LL
rs’ANT SEVERAL PAIRS

19

AMERICAN
MADE DV
FRANCONIA
ALSO FAMOUS
NAME WE CANNOT MENTION.
Large Variety

99

ONE SMALL GROUP
FRENCH IMPORTS
29.50 ’ LIMITED SIZES. Reg. 59.50

19 99
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ALCON,Squ w
USTANO &
ANY 0TH
AND Nil"
ot, /SATZ
,

14 99 ’OPTOS

BAHAil FIRESIDES

I

1

Phone: 248-5081

CORPORATION

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR YOUR IMPORTED CAR
San Jose

801 Lincoln Avenue
Phone 297-0406

. SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE. MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

SKI PANTS
WOMEN’S
NON -STRETCH
9
YOUNG MEN’S
28 8 29 WAIST./

c 99

GIRLS
SIZES
8 TO 16

PARKAS

Reg. 6.00
BOYS’ & GIRLS’ FAMOUS MAKE

r

liar Reg. 10.95

99

NYLON SHELL

EUROPA
[GARAGE
850 LINCOLN AVENUE

INFITTIVrilkirilkir I FAMOUS
NEWEST FINEST CON- BRAND
STRUCTION. OUT PER MADE IN FKANCI.
FORMS METAL SKIS EVERY Min’s and Woman’s
WAY. MADE 4999 DOUBLE BOOTS
FAMOUS BY
SIZES 5 to 13 .
YAHAMA
I to Included
Reg. 109.50
SWISS EL AUSTRIAN
FAMOUS BRANDSNew Were Priced 59.50 to 69’
When
WE MADE A TERRIFIC BUY THIS GROUP FORMERLY USED FOR
ON THESE SUPERB METAL RENTA - NEARLY ’NEW .CONDITION
SKIS. WE HAVE A FULL
pa , RANGE OF SIZES. BUT SUP- SWEATERS
AA THERMAL
SAKFITER
77 PLY LIMITED.
77 UNDERFAMOUS 5 99
ea. HURRY!
a WEAR
MAKES
BOOTS
Tons or Bot.
Reg. 109.59
1,T1
891 t 1, l4 tR17.1i imps a rai,
A81

295.9082

BUCKLE BOOTS
gohan non
Agreat
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MITCHELL - CONT’L

Reasonable Prices

Delicious Food

Delightful Atmosphere
Free Parking

1/2 OFF

- PENN - QUICK - RODDY - PFLEUGER - SOUTH BEND -- OCEAN CITY
AND ALL TOP NAME BRMDS INCLUDED -HURRY
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("011ECTITAI
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MILITARY
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WE TRADE-RENT-B
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PARADISE
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I
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GUN CASES
GUN RACKS
SHOTGUNS
12 RIFLES

.... from BAN
_ from 1.99
-.Aram 2.99
29.99
..
16.9S

1401 S. First St.

292.1233

SAVE NOW WITH GREATER
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King S
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SPECIAL BACK PACKERS
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I
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01.0
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I3ASKINS ROBBINS
PRE HOLIDAY

STERLING
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BASEBALL
GLOWS
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What swings, has one seat,
two ropes, a telephone and
makes children happy? iThe
Sigma Nu Swingathon.
Sigma Nu fraternity and
Kappa Gamma sorority are currently swinging their days and
nights away during the annual
Swingathon, attempting to break
last year’s 105 hour stint.
The drive is held simultaneously with "Toys for Tots," a
program sponsored by the Marine Corps Reserve which donates
its red jeep-converted train to
store the toys.
Traditionally, the Swingathon
"swingers" seat themselves on
the telephone equipped bench
and swing for "at least an hour,"
according to one sore participant.
However, as in years past,
there are other swingers present.
Each day at 3 and 8 p.m.
local bands donate their time
and talents to provide entertain-

Club Adds Funds
To Student Loans
The SJS Patrons raised $243
for their revolving loan fund for
students at their annual Potluck Dinner, held Ftiday in the
Women’s Gymnasium.
President Robert D. Clark delivered a message, and Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of students,
was the master of ceremonies
for the program.
William Erlendson, professor
of music, directed the Choraliers
and Dr. Edward Harringt on,
dean of undergraduate studies,
gave a brief talk on the importance of scholarship.
Thomas Ryan, financial aids
director, was coordinator for the
dinner.

Art Sale Deadline
Eats ies for the college Art
Gallery’s annual Christmas sale
will he accepted today and tomorrow from 8:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.
and from 1-5 p.rn. in the Art
Gallery office.
the sale will
Art works
be juried by the art gallery committee. The sale will be conduct.:
’he Art Gallery from
v
Monday to

Prices Effective
Dec. 8th Thru 9th
Limit 2 per

79c

ICE CREAM
Cones Reg 15c
HOT FUDGE And
Strawberry Sundaes Reg. 45c

Jffe

GlIpestairS
33r

CHOC. FUDGE-FRENCH VANILLA
NOT ON SALE
Try BASKIN ROBBINS Candy and Party Desserts
Sale At This Store Only
Willow Glen
%senile
1.inrolo
1074

is no admission charge.
This annual event features
collegiate jazz musicians performing jazz styles of the past,
present and a possible look into
the future of jazz.
In addition to big-band styles
of jazz and smaller group styles,
the SJS Jazz Ensembles will
also feature a group improvisation of Haiku, an ancient Japanese art form of poetry.
In its first festival competition, the SJS Jazz Ensembles
were awarded the second place
trophy from over 30 college
bands in a western division contest held in Southern California
last year.

Coeds Place First
For Fourth Victory
The SJS Women’s VoLleyball
Team placed first in the Northern California Volleyball Tournament on Saturday for the
fourth straight year. The tournament was held at California
State College at Hayward.
The SJS team, coached by Dr.
Betty Jane Trotter, associate
professor of physical education,
competed against Sonoma State,
Humboldt State, U.C. at Davis,
Chico State and against Hayward State in the championship
game.
SJS team members defeated
Hayward State two out of three

games.

NOW
OPEN

Customer

HAND 1’11:KED
Quarts Reg. 1.15

ment and create attention for
the drive. Friday’s entertainment will feature "The People,"
"Syndicate of Sound" and the
"Black Watch" hands.
Dave Anderson, Sigma Nu
Swingathon chairman, said that
the 50 women and 40 male participants were sure to break
last year’s 105 hour swing which
collected $4,500 worth of toys.
Anderson said White Front
and Weinstock Hale’s have
pledged toy donations.
All of the toys are taken to
the Marine Reserve Headquarters, 19th and Mission, where
they are categorized, boxed and
distributed to local charities.
"The only drawback," according to Anderson, "is that you get
sick after a while." The human
pendulum began Monday at
11 and will terminate when
the 106 hour stupor is reached
sometime Friday. The swinging
telephone number is 203-6263.

Jazz Ensemble Presents
Oriental Poetry Tomorrow
Featuring a wide variety of
jazz, the SJS Jazz Ensembles
will present, "Really the Blues,
Part IV," tomorrow and Friday
night at 8 in Concert Hall. There

.a.J.ZUKOWIMUL.E.C,

STRileil PANTS

105-Hour Record
Target of ’Swingers’

Monday: 15101 National Ave. Los Gatos 8 P.M.
Tuesday: 1050 South Twelfth =7A S.J. 8 P.M.
Wednesday: 15101 National Ave. Los Gatos 7:30 P.M.
Thursday: 881 Daffodil Drive S.J. 8 P.M.
2 S.J. 8 P.M.
Friday: 232 South Tenth
Saturday: 2576 Suisun Ave. S.J. 8 P.M.
Sunday: 1028 Mello+) Drive S.J. 8 P.M.

MOPAC

T

-Photo by Larry Jamison

SIGMA NU AND KAPPA
Kappa Gamma swingers, Sue
Ann Lucy and Rich Fidler, begin their hour stint on the human pendulum to collect toys
for neddy children. The Swingathon which began Monday will
end Friday when last year’s 105
hour record is broken. Happiness is a call and a toy.

All Welcome-Refreshments--No Collections

DiSCOUNIC
11

W4/011,

11111’s

as tan endearing and crotchety
mother to Peer; James Hubbard,
as the introspe Aive and bewildered, often pwverful Peer:
and Begriffenfeldt, excellently
played by old hand Wes Finlay.
Costuming was exceptionally
remarkable, thanks to Miss Bernerve Prisk and tr,sist ants. The
hide’ us masks of the trolls horrified the audience as much as
they did Peer. They tended to
muffle a few important lines.
however.
The second act lags a bit, because of its peripheral nature
and uninspired acting by actors
who, elsewhere, were adequate
and even outstanding.
The scenery, designed by graduate student Dale Dirks as part
of his thesis project, was very
effective. Dirks employed polyfoam sprayed on a framework
to realistically represent the
Norwegian mountain terrain.
The set revolved to reveal the
several scenes not in the outdoors or Norway.

TUESDAY-SUNDAY
11 A.M.-9 P.M.

Featuring
JUNIORS AND
JUNIOR PETITES

Old crovs, ’Los Gatos
50clitliveAityqveque

Home at Last-Cagers Battle Hayward

Wedneaclay, December 6, 1967

By DENNIS .ANSTINE
hiding a pogo stick. is Cal StatC,,
Spartan Dail) Sports Editor
lop scorer.
Guard Jim Knott and forward
A split on the road - not bad.
Now the Spartan varsity cage Tom Gibbs are starters with one
year of varsity experience, but
team gets a chance to improve its nes% cowers
Ed Tavis, Vern Watwon-loss record as it pllys three ,srai and John Carmichael give Cal
straight home games, starting with State depth that it lacked when
Cal State at Hayward tonight at it finished 12-14 last yeah.
The 6-6 Catmichael will prob8 p.m. in Spat ran Gym.
ably start at center over Watson.
Coach Danny Glines’ Spartans Tavis, a 5-9
transfer from Merlost their opener Friday to Ari- ritt J.C.,
hooped 15 against Pazona 94-59, but bounced back the eine.
Carmichael made 13 while
following evening to edge Arizona !James followed
will: 10.
State 78-75. The University of
Nevada squad comes to San Jose
this weekend, battling SJS in Spartan Gym Friday night and in Civic
Auditorium Saturday.
The ASU victory was an important one for Sparta, as ii
showed it could rebound horn a
disastrous loss to pick up win No. , 5.15’ defending Northern Cali1 of the season over a rugged fornia Intercollegiate Rifle ConASU opponent.
ference champions gun for their
Glines plans to do plenty of Second straight win of the season
fast -breaking against the shorter tomorrow when they meet U.C.
Hayward team. The Spartans shot Davis in MacQuarrle Hall at 2 p.m.
poorly in Arizona, but Glines
The Spartan gunners squeaked
hopes it was just a case of first by California Thursday, 1,422 to
game jitters for his sophomore- 1,398, due largely to the straight
laden team.
shooting of Sue Meek. Miss Meek
Spartan starters with their two- scored 291 out .4 a possible 300
game point averages are forwards points.
Miss Meek is the California
Coby Dietrick 111.51 and Don McConnell (9.5); center Jim Meyer State Women’s Champion and deEASY LAYUP Spartan forward
Don McConnell shows what
(13.5); guards Steve McKean fending champion of the NCIRC.
he hopes to do tonight at 8 when SJS meets Cal State at HayShe was also a member of last
(11.0) and Robin Durand (5.01.
ward in Spartan Gym.
Guard Tim Holman and for- year’s National Rifle Association’s
wards Dick Groves and Bernie (NRA) All-American Rifle Team.
Other high-scoring Spartans inVesey are Glines’ top substitutes.
Junior college transfer Bob Scott clude Bob Leverton and Jan Willis (284), Wayne Johnson (282),
will spell Meyer at center.
Cal State lost its opener last William Morrie!’ (281), Kirk Clyweekend to Pacific 79-56. The Pio- man (278) and Cris Wells (277).
neers also had shooting problems Only the top five scores are
as they hit only 25 per cent from counted for the team match, with
a possible total score of 1,500
Undefeated Spartababe cagers rison called it a "good team effort the floor.
Letterman Sonny James, a 6-1 points.
shoot for their fourth straight win by what I like to call my ’nine
The Spartans fire single-shot
forward who makes up for his lack
tonight when they tackle the Cal mallets.’"
target rifles of .22 caliber at a
State at Hayward frosts at 6 in
Al Graves, 6-8 center, came off of height by jumping as if he is bulls-eye of .16
inches in diameter
Spartan Gym.
the bench to fill in for Darnell
at a 50.-It, distance. The 13-lb.
SJS’ frosh have rolled up 303 Hillman after the latter got three
rifles are fired in three positions;
points in their first three contests, quick fouls.
prone, kneeling and standing.
beating the Spartan junior varsity
"Al did a great rebounding job
Members of the NCIRC includ91-79, Parks Job Corps Center and fired some good fast break
ing SJS, are Universities of Cali115-54, and Laney College 97-82. passes," Morrison said.
Santa Clara and the University fornia at Berkeley and Davis,
Hayward gave Laney a tough
Hillman, who netted just three of San Francisco, co-favorites in Stanford and Santa Clara Univergame earlier this season before points in
the first half, came back the Western Collegiate Athletic sity.
bowing 85-83.
The SJS rifle team is coached
in the second to spark the win Association basketball race, made
"Cal State is a very well - with 19. The 6-7
center is leading the experts look good in their first by Dr. Leslie E, Stephenson, Procoached, solid club," said Sparta- the Spartababe
scot ing with a 23.6 two games as both squads scored fessor of industrial arts and an
babe coach Stan Morrison. "They average. He
internationally known rifleman.
also has 52 rebounds. impressive victories.
have a tough defense, screen agAccording to Morrison, forward
Santa Clara opened with a con- 141111111111111111111111111111111H1011111111111:
gressively, and execute plays with Buzz
Nyquist showed great, leader- vincing 10844 win over San Franprecision."
ship, scoring 28 points.
cisco State and then picked up win
Hayward is sparked by 6-5 cenForward Pat Hamm was impres- No. 2 Monday night by downing
ter Andy Weber and top shooting
forward Doug Hudson, who hit 11 sive, getting 21 rebounds and mak- Creighton University, 92-80.
ing many full -court passes that reUSF upset Oregon State in its
FALL SPORTS
of 12 field goals against Laney.
opener and then edged Stanford
Wrestling begins tonight at 6:30.
Still raving about his own team’s sulted in Spartababe lay ups.
Morrison was further pleased 66-60 Monday. Led by forwards Matches will be limited to those
performance against Laney, Morwith his teams reserve strength. Dennis Black and Don Snyder, the weight classes in which their are
"Chris Guenther and Steve Mor- Dons have the same starting five more than eight participants.
tara continue to amaze me with as last year, plus several promisThe semi-finals will be held totheir ability to come off the bench ing newcomers.
morrow night starting at 6:30.
and lift the team with their dePacific, last year’s conference
Final matches in the fraternity
fensive efforts and driving shoot- titlist, won its opener by defeating and independent divisions and the
ing," Morrison said.
Cal State at Hayward, 79-56.
All-College Championship matches
will be held Friday, beginning at
3 p.m.
Sigma Phi Epsilon was last
year’s All-College champ.
Judo weigh-ins will be held tomorrow. The tournament is Tuesday, Dec. 12.
Sign-ups for the annual pre-season basketball tournament are due
Wednesday, Dec. 13. Also on
Wednesday, there is a team captains meeting for the tournament.
.1 Mg, plump pieces of fried
Soccer has been discontinued
illicken; delicious serving of spauntil after Christmas vacation due
ghetti, and hot garlic bread . . .
to rain.
super fresh . . . right out of our
250’ mobil ovens .
. Just clip
the coupon below and call for an
economical "Quickie Chiekie" dinner tonight!

SPARTAN DAILY.-4

SJS Gunners
Test Davis

photos by Larry Jamison
HE’S GOT HIM NOW
Spartan wrestler,
L. Q. Starling shows the form that earned him a
third place finish in the San Jose Invitational
Wrestling Tournament held last Saturday. The

Hoberg, Likins Lead
’68 Mermen’s Attack

Frosh Basketballers
Entertain Cal State

Ten returning varsity swimmers,
complemented by some outstanding junior college transfers and
mermen from the frosh team will
attempt to improve last year’s
fourth place finish in the NCAA
College Division Championships.
The Spartans, who chalked up
a 5-3 record last year and won
the NCAA College Western Regionals, will be led by Steve Hoberg and Jack Likins.
The two seniors, who performed
during the fall on the Spartan
water polo team, will have to carry
the load left by Ted Mathewson
Steve Williams and Ron Coffman.
The latter three were the backbone of the SJS attack last season. Williams and Coffman graduated while Mathewson transferred
to another school.
Hoberg, who owns two school
records, is a versatile swimmer
competing in the backstroke, free
style and individual medley. Likins
lists the free style as his specialty.
Competing in the. individual medley from the returnees are Dennis Belli and Bob Nansen. Swimming the 50-yard and 100-yard
sprints will be Tom Allen, Mike
Conway and John Kocal. Guy
Wells will specialize in the butterfly, Bruce Prefontaine in the
breaststroke and Dennis Jones in
diving.
Up from the frosh squad are
Tim Halley, in the butterfly, free
style and individual medley; Bill
Gerdts, breastroke and individual
medley ;Craig Sprain and Mike
Monsees, free style; Larry Wright,
butterfly and John Ryan, backstroke.
The J.C. transfers bolstering the
varsity ranks are Jim Triplett, in
the breaststroke and Jim Self, diving.
Many of the mermen have al -

Santa Clara, USF
Continue To Win

Intramurals

An
education
in itself.

SJS grapplers finished seventh out of 15 teams
with Fresno State and Cal Poly (SLO) finishing
1-2.

TODAY ONLY!
Chicken si 30
Dinner

CIGS

19c

ready spent half of the semester
in the pool. Nine of the 18 varsity
members competed with coach Lee
Walton’s water polo team.
Spartain swimming mentor Tom
O’Neill expects another tough season with Long Beach, U.C. Santa
Barbara, San Diego and U.C. Irvine, all vying for the top spot.
Santa Barbara, last year’s College Division champ, returns with
the same team. Irvine, second
place titlist last year, is strong
again, as is Long Beach State and
San Diego State, according to
O’Neill. San Diego won the crown
two years ago.

Kleenex

10c

1 Roll Jumbo Towels

19c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

Sc

Ajax Cleanser

Sc

Crest large size

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

will be the keynote speaker
at the Urbana Missionary
Conference
December 27th through 31st
in Chicago, Illinois

Puritan Oil Co.

For further information

4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13110 & Julian

call 298-1506 of 244-5923
Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship

JEWELRYOur

63rd Year in San Jose

THIS COUPON
GOOD FOR:

5-12 P.M.
lk)0V4V0

_11,

9.010

V.

ONE CHICKEN DINNER

At special price of:

So fine a gift,
it’s even sold
in jewelry stores.
After shave
from $3.50.
Cologne
from $5.00.

Essential olia imported from Great Britain.
Compounded In u S A.

i,titot

:Aloe

aril\ 061107-

OPEN

Mini -Perm

$7.77

Frosting Special

$9.99

Reg
Haircut Special
Shampoo & Set Special

$3
Reg. $4

3 jumbo eggs
coffee
toast

$1.55

The Munry !Mae

ettatPirtitt
holiday Season Special
’’i

ham steak
potatoes

(11 p.m.-6 a.m.)

$1.30

Coupon good for delivery only
GOOD ONLY ON WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1967

BRITISH
STERLING

_

for your late night
study break

RED RAM 444 E. WILLIAM 295-3805
DELIVERY HOURS

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL

U 11

Sc

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

1 Box Cheer Soap _ _ 24c

BILLY
GRAHAM

W.C. LEAN

10c

3 Hershey Bars

NOW $1.50
NOW $2

Golden Touch Beauty Salon
29 E. Santa Clara 295-5535

ILVffitikatrllVt ,fTitseetiWittaioftt

24 HOURS AND EVERY HOLIDAY
610 Coleman Ave.

AND for purr-fect cocktails stop at

Christmas
Carols
Bridal duets in perfect harmony
with each other, with yottr taste,
and with your budget.

The PuPple Pu.tul Cat

From 8175

NEXT DOOR

%MN, Arrartoull

640 Coleman Ave.

Olt
01

LVAN

di

L

eweter.4

N and JUNO

SINCE 1904
First and San Fernando Streets
Downtown San Jose
Open Thursday Evenings ss,stsl 9
All Parking Tickets Validated

Wednesday, December 6, 1967

Student Delegates

6-RPARTAN DM"

+Newsmen Charge Police
With Clubbing, Gassing
SACRAMENTO (API - Charg- Oakland Tribune reporter, stating
ing constitutional violations, the that on Oct. 16, Police Capt.
American Newspaper Guild de- James J. McCarthy ordered his
clared yesterday that Oakland men by bullhorn to "get the press
police deliberately singled out out of here."
The U.S. District Court issued
newsmen for clubbing and gassing
during anti -draft demonstrations an injunction against Interference
;it the Oakland Armed Forces In- with newsmen. But on Oct. 20,
with the court order in effect,
duction Center in mid -October.
The San Francisco-Oakland unit "two and perhaps more newsmen
told the California Assembly Com- were clubbe d," Schermerhorn
mittee on Criminal Procedure that stated.
the actions amounted to "a violaThe eye-witness statements intion of the right of the people cluded one by Ralph C. Mayher,
to be informed" and of the first American Broadcasting Co. camand 14th Amendments to the Con- eraman. "I was grabbed from bestitution.
hind." he said. "My camera was
The Guild’s Press Rights Com- ripped from my hands and I was
mittee turned over to the Commit- pushed to the street and kneed,
tee the eye-witness accounts of 34 kicked, groined and jabbed with
newsmen. Twenty-four charged night sticks by approximately four
they were assaulted or otnerwise officers.
prevented from performing their
Associated Press photographer
duty,
Robert Klein said, "They knocked
"We note sadly," the report me down on my back as I was
said. "that, in a period when there shooting pictures ... other policehave been disorders in many cities men began kicking me."
some of them of far greater
"No officer had ever tried to
magnitude than those in Oakland mow me down until I went to
- only in Oakland have newsmen Oakland," said Frank Q. Brown,
been the subject of deliberate and Los Angeles Times photographer,
focused attack."
"and I had covered actual riots
Oakland police declined imme- In Watts, San Francisco and Cendiate comment on the Guild docu- tury City."
ments. At the time of the demonDaryl E. Lembka, Los Angeles
strations, Police Chief Charles R. Times reporter, declared, "Brown
Gain had defended the actions of was hit in the shoulder by a police
his department.
"All we did was to restore peacel
in a lawful manner," he said.
"Deputy Chief Raymond Brown
specifically admonished the press,
asking them to get off the street
before police action began."
Guild spokesman James Schermerhorn showed the committee the
signed statement of Jeff Morgan,

Presidio Bans
’Peace Protesters
For 6-12 Months

KSJS To Present
Special Series
A
IS
1.1’1
series deSO41:11
picting the Dow Demonstrations
which took place on campus Nov.
20-21 will be broadcast over KSJS
radio at 8:55 beginning Dec. 8 and
continuing Dee. 11-14.
Each program will he five minutes in length and present an
analysis of events. faculty and student responses and community reactions.
The programs will be produced
by Dave Silverbrand( news director of the Radio-TV News Center
IRTVNCi, assisted by staff correspondents V a ler ie Dickerson,
Larry Galvin, Dan Aloof, Jim
Biaden, Kim Allender, and Bah man Javid.

Six
SAN FRANCISCO AP)
peace demonstrators yesterday
were banned from San Francisco
Presidio for periods ranging from
six months to one year for interfering with court martial proceedings of Pvt. Ronald Lockman on
Nov. 13.
Lockman was convicted of refusal to obey orders and sentenced
to 2,Y years at hair! labor for refusing to go to Vietnam.
In passing sentence on demonstrators, U.S. Commissioner Richard S. Goldsmith said: "I don’t
criticize you for expressing your
views. I do criticize your doing so
in an unlawful way."

Elect SJS Coed
To National Post
More than 400 delegates from
across the nation elected SJS coed
Joan Maher programs vice president at the recent Associated Student Governments of the United
States (ASG1 conference in San
Francisco,
Miss Maher, a sophomore public
relations major, has been active in
student activities since she arrived
on campus. She is a member of
several college program committees, vice president of Spears, and
a member of Kaydettes. She is also
vice president of Gamma Alpha
Chi, national women’s advertising
fraternity and an active member
of Pi Alpha Nu, public relations
society.
Before being elected ASG programs vice president, she worked
for more than five months as ASG
publicity director.

baton and squirted in the eyes
with mace. He had cameras hanging round his neck, is in his fifties,
and could not have been mistaken
for a demonstrator by anyone not
acting like a programmed tank."
Michael A. Forrest, reporter for
station KNEW Oakland, said, "I
have been shot at in the Dominican
Republic. I have covered shootouts
while the shooting was still going
on. I have never been treated like
this."
"Expressions of utter contempt
on the faces of the Oakland officers when they confronted any of
the press" were reported by Jack
Schriebman, Associated Press reporter.
"I object to this interference
with our work," said George Place
of the San Francisco Examiner.
"The San Francisco police recognize our right to be on the scene
and in dangerous situations --which this was not always warn
us, ’Okay, go ahead, but on your
own.’ We accept this responsibil
it y "
The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
race, color, creed or national origin.

SDS To Sponsor
Panel Discussion ,
Members of campus Students for
a Democratic Society ISDSI will
sponsor a panel discussion on the
organizations and goals of the new
left on campus tomorrow night at
7 p.m. in Ed100.
Student members of the Communist Party, the Progressive
Labor Party, Tom Good of national SDS and Jim Herbst of the
Peace and Freedom Party will
comprise the panel.

.41-tsi ...14

SPECIAL

STEAK
DINNER

$199
I

Mtlf1/

interlude

.3,c1 & SANTA CLARA

SAN JOST

The Skiing’s Great
At Heavenly Valley!

$ 2 5
PER NIGHT

Make Your Lodging
.0
Reservations
He8Veril
Today!

CogfriuliTH
HOSTEL

Law students advocate PSA

Haircuts Only
$2.00
Ladies

Neck
$1.00

9 a.m.-b p.m.
1,001/iySaturila!,

11:1 & an Carlos
(arms% from
Menottelde Ifamhurtzern)
niiiiiiiiiiiii1111111111111111111111111111111r

SJS students are needed to
serve as volunteers at Agnew
State Hospital in a paogram designed to restore patients to productive, self-assured members of
the community.
Volunteers are being integrated
into established training programs
to help fulfill the needs of selected
mentally retarded individuals more
than 14 years of age.
The goals of these programs are
to rehabilitate as many mentally
retarded resident students as possible so they may participate in
competitive employment and profitable homebound work. Another
aim of the program is to provide
an individual program of service
to help each resident student to
reach his maximum development.
The program needs many volunteers. Ward sponsors, as they are
called, supervise monthly social ac-

tivities such as patties, discussions
and recreation for all students in
the ward.
In addition, volunteers arcneeded to assist in ward training
programs in arts and crafts,
grooming, food preparation, IMISiC,
motor skills, sewing, tutoring and
community orientation progiams.

Students interested in working
more closely with these advanced
students may become sponsors.
This program enables each sponsor
to help develop :1 stronger friendship with a student through monthly letters or cards.
Interested students should contact Agnew State Hospital.

SPAGHETTI

The Papct
Citri4tma4 9(t.

ALL YOU

Fly south for only $11.43

From San Jose airport to Los Angeles, Electra Jets $11.43, 727 Fan Jets
$13.50. San Diego 817.78 and $19.85. Phone your
campus rep or PSA, San Jose 286-4720, or travel agent.
Make Christmas
tb., New
S.
Call

CAN EAT

$1
MONDAY-THURSDAY

"The Marching Sriarhans"

OPEN 6 A.M..I I P.M.

Recorded by the
SJS Marching Band

72 E. Santa Clara

ANGELO’S

POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. Include stamped envelope, Idlewild Publishing Company, 543 Frederick, San
Francisco.
SPARTA EUROPE CHARTER - $359
i
JUNE 17-SEPT. 6. F, e
London round trip: a,rport trsfrs.,
Barb,’
Call
and last night Lon. hotel.
Kyne, group leader, 294.2916 after 5
p.m.
CASH FOR MARTIN for Gibson oval
neck, round hole, guitar. Call 269-3744
after 4 p.m.
JEWISH STUDENTS: PARENTS members of SJ’s Temple Emanuel? Care to
have the Synagogue speak out on relevant moral issues such as poverty, civil
rights, Vietnam war, the draft, the right
to dissent, napalm? Call 244.9841.
ENGLISH FISH & CHIPS
REGULAR $1 ORDER now 60c during
month of December at Ferrell’s English
Fish & Chip Shop. S. 11th & San Carlos.
Open 4-10 p.m. daily.
EASTER WEEK HAWAII -9 DAYS
APR. 6-14. $259 includes PanAm jet,
meals & champagne en route. Waikiki
hotel, Lei greeting, transfers and sight.
seeing. Cell Barbara Kyne at 294.2916
after 5, or 293-1033.
65 FREE: MUST BE married with husband or wife 21. All that you do is
listen to Filter Queen Vacuum presentation in your home. No pressure to
buy. Call after 7 p.m. 338.3735.
LAST CHANCE, GIVE Playboy for
Christmas at $6.50 for I year. Special
Playboy Christmas gift card with each
order. Call Jim Soletti at 248-1593.
Orders mccepted THURSDAY, Dec. 7
THE REVOLUTION WILL begin at Morr,,
. 4 on Sun. at 7 p.m. with
& The Informer plus A
CH

HONDA 50 ONLY 140 mdas on this
1968 Hondamatic. $225. Call 294-1087.
MG MIDGET ’66 wh/lok, radio, heater,
wire ww tires, tonneau cover, 19.000
miles. $1340. Call 292.4530. $450 below
Blue Book. Owner drafted.
FOR SALE: ’65 Honda 160. Call 2926938.
’63 IMPALA 2 -door hardtop. Excellent
condition. $1195. Call 732-0957.
’66 CHEV IMPALA. 4-dr. hdtp. Fact.
air cond. PS:AT. 283 w/Alum 4 bbl.
Mint condition thruout. 298.5366.
’61 ALFA ROMEO 2.0 litre - convertible. Excellent cond. - $1200 or
best offer. Terms avail. 248-1710 or
354-9402.
’66 HONDA, 250 Scrambler $350 or
trade for dependable car, Call 2981238 after 5:30 p.m.
FOR SALE: PANEL truck, ’54 Chev.
arulmnnig.
48.
osntne2wtru74o133tires,$300
if refuses to quit
’69 VW. $595. Good cond. Oversize
engine just overhauled. Going overseas.
Phone 297.0605.
PONTIAC - GOOD condition:
clean. excellent work car. Smog control
& radio. $125. 26543154 after 5 p.m.
’61 VW, WHITE, RH, sunroof. $750.
Call 266.7812 afternoons & evenings.
JUST DRAFTED - Must sell ’61 Buick
Elvira 4 -door, hardtop. Good condimileage. Call 295-7539,
TR 4A, IRS, OD, R/H, 23,000 miles, new
ha.s. Reel good condition. $1795. Must
sell. Call 378-5885 after S p.m.
’63 -CT-ftv. IMPALA V.S. Slick, 2 dr.
hdtp. Excellent cond. Very clean. New
ptiiaioh (Fremont) 656 3611 oyes

’59 FORD STICK, V-8, 2 dr, hard top.
Clean car. Rebuilt engine. $250. 2980400. After 5:30 p.m.
’61 BUICK ELECTRA convert. 225. Full
power. WI, blu interior. Excellent cond.
1 owner. $875. 292-0238.
’63 VW. SUNROOF, new tires, red with
white interior. Must sell. $800. 378.6734.
MUST SELL ’65 yolks sedan. White with
red inf., radio heater. $1250. Also,
Honda 305 Scrambler, gcod shape. $425.
’93.3789 after 6 p.m.

STEAK
HOUSE

FOR SALE 131
RADIAL DRILL PRESS, 32’, $37.50. Belt
sander, $14.95. Jointer-plainer, $29.95.
Bench Saw, 8-, $29. Lathe, $15. All new
tools. 292-0409 or 241-1943.
CAMERA-EXAKTA VX 35mm single-lens
reflex, F/I.9 Schneider-Xeon 50mm automatic lens. Pena -Prism meter, case, $100.
Phone 286-8510.
SKIS, HEAD, COMP. 220cm, very good
condition, $100. Call 296-2674.
AMPLIFIER - FENDER Bandmaster,
guitar with case and stand. New $785
will sell for $350. Call 264-8091.
30 WATT HARMON-KARDON FM
stereo receiver w/walnut case. $110
w/speakers $140.
297-2531 eves.
_
MICROSCOPE, OWENS (40X. 100X,
400X). Excellent condition, $60. Call
John at 287-1869 after 4 p.m.

HOUSING 151
ROOMS - MEN - graduates or up.
per division. Singles & doubles w/ or
w/out kitchen priv. Close to campus.
Quiet. 295.2355 or 295-8858.
ROOM IN MEN’S DORM contact Ronald Johansen. Markham Hall. 294-6019.
FURN. APT. FOR married couple only.
475 S. 4th St. Mgr, *II. Phone after
5 p.m. 293-5760.
CONTRACT FOR SALE immediately.
Blackmore Hall - San Fernando and
9th. Call Melinda at 297-9757.
APARTMENT MANAGER
COLLEGE COUPLE (child OK) for general duties. Half off rent of 2 bdrin.
(urn. apt. 2 blocks to SJS. Call TRIAD
Real Estate 295-7438 9-1 before Sat.
APARTMENT FOR RENT. 634 S. I I th
St. $120/mo. Furnished 1 bdrm. apt. See
mgr. after 3 p.m.
MATURE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
to share I bdrm. apt. 1 block from SJS
466 S. 7th St.
ROOM IN MENS’ DORM contact Ronald Johansen. Markham Hall. 294-6019.
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Your Campus Rep
Sob Douraerian
298-5582

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

On s3le now at the
Spartan Bookstore

EXQUISITE, REASONABLE TYPING
done by miss Carey - call 293-4700.
Close to SJS. Mimeo slightly higher
per page.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
Term papers. etc. Call 264-8592.
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Call
243-6313, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
EXPERT TYPIST - THESIS, term papers,
etc. Phone 258-4335.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER - Aware
Photography. Absolute artistic quality.
Thom Dunks 287-1795.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - See me
in JC-I27 1:30 to 4:20 daily except
Wed, or phone 968-0944 anytime. Jim
Koski.
TYPING, EXPERIENCED, FAST, neat
work. 21/2 miles from SJS. Thesis, term
papers etc. 298-4104. Mrs. Aslanian,
MATURE WOMAN desires typing tut
home. Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581.
TYPING 25c PER DOUBLE - spaced
page. 2( per carbon. Will pick up and
deliver 269.5769 alter 2 p.m.
PORTRAITS: TOP QUALITY 8"x10",
$2: 16x20", $3.50. Any size, low rates,
photos of anything, in person or not;
will enlarge nags. Basil Fattah or Bruce
Thul, Moulder Hall 294-2927. No oblination to buy.
TUTORING - FRENCH, ENGLISH,
Spanish retired teacher. Reasonable
rates. AN 4-5716, Phone after 6 p.m.
TYPING, TERM PAPERS ETC. Reasonslo’e rates. Cell 22541085.
TRANSPORTATION 191
$399.50 JET TO AMSTERDAM, June 27,
return Sept. 4. French study course
included at ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
PARIS. German course available too.
Prof. French, 9875 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Beverly Hills (213) 274-0729.

To Place
an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

ot..\

17/
4114

44.4
4r-toy..

Monday. Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.
in handy order blank.
Send
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414.

Ext. 2465

HERE WE ARE - NOW LET’S SEE IF WE C AN DETERMINE
WHY ‘I’OUR GRADES HAVE FALLEN 50 LOIN l5SEME5TER."

Minimum
Three lines One day
Two days Three days Four days Flve days
One day
3 lines
LSO- -TM - -LIB - -1.40- -T.10
4 lines
2.0D-- 2.50
2.75
2.90 -1.00
6 Does- -2.50
3.00
3.25 -37-4-0-.
3.50
6 lines
3.00
3.50
3.75
3.90
-4.00
Add this
amount for
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
each addi
bona! line
CHECK
0 Announcements (I)
U
Automotive (2)
D
Sale
0
r7 For
(3)

LOST AND FOUND (6)

LOST: TAN WALLET with irnpt. ID’s on
Santa Clara Ave. Nov. 27. Reward for
return. Linda 293-5726. 156 S. 9th.
LOST: LADY’S WATCH. Golden Halbros. mesh band, teardrop -shaped dial.
286-4821. REWARD.
HELP WANTED 141
MISSING: MOTHER OF 4 pups. Miniature
Doberrnin. White chest and white
PHONE FOR MONEY
PLEASANT PHONE WORK for fraternal tipped tail. PLEASE cell 294-6608.
society from your own privets desk in
PERSONALS 17/
pleasant air cond. office. Part time eves.
Salary
298.1263.
CUSTOM
MADE CONTEMPORARY
GIRLS-GIRLS
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
TELEPHONE SALES
PART TIME after school. No exp. rec. gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273/
just a pleasant voice. Hourly wage + 3544200,
bonus. SJ Jr. Chamber of Commerce FREE YOGA CLASS - ALL STUPromotion. Apply Consumers Sampler DENTS. I month of an intro, to Yoga.
Adv. 586 N. lit St. rm. 226. 292-2422. Call 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily: 286-5487.
BABYSITTER NEEDED! 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
M.F. 480 S. 9th St. Call after 5:30 p.m.
SERVICES 181
287 0985.
WANTED: GIRL TO cook dinner M-Th RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche s
epprecietive guys in errhange for Free delivery, free service. No contract
ener. Call 297-4942.
Call 251.2598,

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES

Trim

RAY’S
BARBER
SHOP

ANNOUNCEMENTS (11

AUTOMOTIVE 121

295-2242

Volunteers Needed at Agnews

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Spartaguide
Ton s
Alpha Delta Sigma, 7:30 p.m.,
JC136. "The Best in the West" a
film of the best advertising from
the west coast will he shown.
Open to all students.
sigma Nu Alpha, 3:45 p.m., lifting.
Alpha Eta Rho, 7:30 p.m., EN 119.
Orientation Conunittee, 7:30
p.m., Cafeteria A lir B. Training
session for mientation leaden:.
Delta Phi Upsilon, 7 p.m., ED108.
Phrateres, 6 p.m., .IC221. Actives, 7 p.m. Europe Slides to be
shown at 7:30 p.m. in Washburn
Hall,
Omni Castellano, 3:30 p.m.,
ED435. Election of officers.
TOMORROW
Vietnam Commitment. R p.m.,
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Vietnam debate between Dr. Milorad
Drachkovich and Dr. Robin Brooks,
assistant professor of history.
Home Economies ChM, 7 p.m.,
HE1
Christian Sieienee Organization,
7 30 pm., Memorial Chapel.
Rho Epsilon, 7:30 p.m., Garden
Hofbraii.
iiiiiii1111111111111111111111111111111111DIS

To Aid Retarded

A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
0 Personals (7)
Housing (5)
0 Services (8)
Lost and Found (6) n Transportation (9)

Print Name

For _

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
IAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, TAR JOSE, CALIF. 95114
Mew saw 2 drys after placing for ad to mew.

Days

